Dear Sports Friends,
we are pleased to send you latest information about the CSIT - International Workers and Amateurs in Sports Confederation.

5th CSIT World Sports Games - Registration Deadline and Procedures

Less then five months are left till the opening ceremony for the 5th CSIT World Sports Games (WSG) from 13th to 18th June, 2017 in Riga (Latvia). Preliminary Registration Deadline for the Games is February 15th. Just indicate the number of persons, gender, sport disciplines, hotel categories and estimated date of arrival as well as departure. All information is available now on the official WSG Webpage in English, French and Latvian. Several thousands of sports amateurs from all over the world will be in June in Riga to practice and compete in sports and sports for all activities in best atmosphere and conditions. Please register via CSIT on-line Registration-Platform. The first important step is made then and you are officially pre-registered! Riga is excited to host the 5th CSIT World Sports Games and is looking forward to welcoming you.

Detailed Games Programme in Progress

The Opening Ceremony of the WSG 2017 will be on Tuesday, 13th June 2017. The Closing Ceremony on Saturday, 17th June 2017. Competitions will be held from Wednesday, 14th June 2017 till Saturday, 17th June 2017 according to the programme. Planned Departure Day for the delegations is 18th June 2017. Participants can of course arrive earlier than the 13th and depart after the 18th of June under very attractive conditions.
WSG 2017 - Visa Application

In view of obtaining visa for the WSG 2017, please do not hesitate to contact LTSA directly via LTSA@riga.lv. Following recommendations and steps are of importance. 1 - Apply for the visa as soon as your participation is confirmed. 2 - Inquire at the embassy about procedure and documents. 3 - Set an appointment with the embassy in advance. 4 - Apply in person in order to give your fingerprints if necessary. 5 - Take into account the WSG cancellation policy from the invitation. Detailed information about visa

CSIT President Molea at the SportAccord Convention in Denmark

The 2017 European Capital of Culture, Aarhus in Denmark, is the host city of the SportAccord Convention 2017 from 2nd to 7th April at the Scandinavian Center Aarhus. New CSIT President Bruno Molea and CSIT Vice-President Palle Thomsen will take part at this very important International meeting of all World Confederations as FIFA, FIVB, FIBA, the IOC and Sports for All Confederations. The Convention will offer a robust Conference Programme to encourage dialogue and debate, with Workshops for knowledge sharing and showcasing best practice from industry thought-leaders. The Convention gives the CSIT leaders the opportunity to meet leading figures from Olympic and non-Olympic sports organizations from all over the world and do important networking just right in time before the upcoming CSIT World Sports Games 2017 in June in Riga.

New CSIT Magazine is online

The 2016 CSIT magazine is now available for download! The new edition is containing stories about the new CSIT President Bruno Molea, the 38th CSIT Congress 2016 in Riga and a preview for the upcoming CSIT World Sports Games 2017 from 13th to 18th June in Riga, Latvia, as well as many interesting stories from CSIT member unions all over the world. Enjoy reading.